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By: Hon. Glen E. Corlrad
Senior United States District Judge

NANCY A. BERRYHILL, Acting
Commissioner of Social Sectlrity,

Defendant.

Plaintiff has filed this action challenging the final decision of the Commissioner of Social

Security denying plaintiff's claim for a period of disability arld disability instlrance benefits lmder

the Social Secudty Act, as nmended, 42 U.S.C. jj 416(i) and 423. Judsdiction of this court is

established pursumlt to 42 U.S.C. j 405(g). This cotlrt's review is limited to a determination as to

whether there is substantial evidence to support the Commissioner's conclusion that plaintiff

failed to meet the requirements for entitlement to benefits tmder the Act. lf such subsfantial

evidence exists, the final decision of the Commissioner must be affirmed. Laws v. Celebrezze,

368 F.2d 640 (4th Cir. 1966). Stated briefly, substantial evidence has been defined as such

relevant evidence, considering the record as a whole, as might be fotmd adequate to support a

conclusion by a reasonable mind. Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389, 401 (1971).

The plaintiff, Linda E. Cam was born on M ay 3, 1961, and evenmally completed the tenth

grade in school. M s. Carr has been employed as a cashier and kitchen helper. She last worked

on a regular and sustained basis in 2006. On October 2, 2013, M s. Carr filed arl application for a

period of disability and disability instzrance benefits. In fling her current claim, M s. Carr alleged
/

that she becnme disabled for al1 forms of substantial gainful employment on June 30, 2006, due to
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pain in her back and right shoulder, numbness and wenkness in her toes and right hand,

fibromyalgia, initable bowel syndrome, memory problems, depression, and anxiety. (Tr. 216).

M s. Carr now maintains that she has remained disabled to the present time. The record reveals

that Ms. Carr met the instlred status requirements of the Act tllrough the fourth quarter of 2010, but

not thereafter. See generally 42 U.S.C. jj 416(i) and 423(a). Consequently, plaintiff is entitled

to a period of disability and disability insurance benests only if she has established that she

became disabled for a11 forms of substantial gainful employment on or before her date last insured,

December 31, 2010.

M s. Carr's application was derlied upon initial consideration and reconsideration. She

then requested and received a éq novo hearing and review before an Administrative Law Judge.

In an opinion dated August 19, 2016, the Law Judge also determined, after applying the fve-step

1sequential evaluation process, that M s. Cal'r was not disabled on or before her date last insured.

See 20 C.F.R. j 404.1520. The Law Judge found that Ms. Carr suffered f'rom several severe

impairments through that date, including lumbar spine degenerative disc disease, degenerative

joint disease of the shoulder, gall stones, initable bowel syndrome, obesity, nnxiety disorder, and

depressive disorder, but that these impainnents did not, either individually or in combination, meet

or medically equal the requirements of a listed impainnent. (Tr. 17-18). The Law Judge then

assessed M s. Carr's residual functional capacity as follows:

After careful consideration of the entire record, the undersigned
finds that, through the date last instlred, the claimant had the
residual functional capacity to perform light work as defined in 20
C.F.R. 404. 1567(b) except the claimant could occasionally kneel,

1 The process requires the Law Judge to consider
, in sequence, whether a claimant: (1) has engaged in

substantial gainful activity; (2) has a severe impairment; (3) has an impairment that meets or equals the requirements
of a listed impairment; (4) can return to her past relevant work; and (5) if not, whether she can perlbrm other work in
the national economy. 20 C.F.R. j 404.1520. If a decision can be reached at any step hz the sequential evaluation
process, further evaluation is unnecessary. Id.



crawl, crouch, stoop, or climb rnmps and stairs. She could not
climb ladders, ropes, and scaffolds. She should have avoided
exposure to workplace hazards, such as hazardous machinery and
unprotected heights. She could perform simple, routine tasks of no
more than four steps. She could occasionally interact with the
public.

(Tr. 21). Given such a residual fllnctional capacity, and after considering testimony f'rom a

vocational expert, the Law Judge determined that M s. Carr was unable to perform any past

relevant work through the date last insured. (Tr. 23). However, the Law Judge found that she

retained the capacity to perform other work roles existing in siglzifcant number in the national

economy. (Tr. 27). Accordingly, the Law Judge concluded that Ms. Carr was not disabled at

any time from the alleged onset date through the date last insured, and that she is not entitled to a

period of disability or disability insurance benefhs. See 20 C.F.R. j 404.1520(g). The Law

Judge's opinion was adopted as the final decision of the Commissioner by the Social Secudty

Administration's Appeals Cotmcil. Having exhausted a11 available administrative remedies, M s.

Carr has now appealed to this court.

W hile plaintiff may be disabled for certain forms of employment, the cnzcial facmal

determination is whether plaintiff was disabled for al1 forms of substantial gainful employment.

See 42 U.S.C. j 423(d)(2). There are four elements of proof which must be considered in making

such ml analysis. These elements are summarized as follows: (1) objective medical facts and

clinical sndings; (2) the opinions and conclusions of treating physicians; (3) subjective evidence

of physical mnnifestations of impairments, as described tlzrough a claimant's testimony; and (4)

the claim ant's education, vocational history, residual skills, and age. Vitek v. Finch, 438 F.2d

1157, 1159-60 (4th Cir. 1971); Underwood v. Ribicoff, 298 F.2d 850, 851 (4th Cir. 1962).

After a review of the record in this case, the court is constrained to conclude that the

Commissioner's final decision is supported by substantial evidence. The Law Judge's opinion
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reflects a throughout evaluation of M s. Can''s medical problems and the extent to which they

affected her ability to work. Although M s. Carr suffered from a combination of physical and

emotional impainnents, substantial evidence supports the Law Judge's detennination that she

retained the residual functional capacity to perform a limited range of light work tllrough her date

last inslzred.

The record reflects that Ms. Cal'r presented to Carilion Clinic with complaints of back and

hip pain in November of 2005, prior to her alleged onset date. (Tr. 295). She was examined by

Dr. Dallas Crickenberger, an orthopedic specialist. Dtlring the exnmination, plaintiff reported

that the pain was worse after standing for her job as a cashier, and that cortisone injections

provided by her primary care physician, Dr.David Cummings, provided pain relief for

approximately two months. Plaintiff indicated that she had been stressed because of the pain and

and Xanax for û&her nerves.'' (Tr. 295). Plaintiff advised Dr.that she was taking Lortab

Crickenberger that she wanted to be able to çswork a little bit more in tenns of standing time'' and

increase her time mowing the lawn from :$1-2 hours to 2-4 hotlrs because her lawn is about 10

acres'' in size. (Tr. 295). On physical exnmination, Ms. Carr exhibited some tendemess to

palpitation in the left hip and paralumbar area, but her motor strength, sensation, and rellexes were

nonnal. X-rays of plaintiff s left hip revealed Stgoodjoint spacey'' Gtno spurs,'' and tEno destructive

chmlges.'' (Tr. 296). Lumbar spine x-rays showed mild degenerative changes and spondylosis

at L3-4. (Tr. 310-1 1). The remainder of the ltlmbar spine appeared Giessentially tmremarkable.''

(Tr. 31 1).

M s. Carr saw Dr. Cum mings on several occasions in 2006. W hile few treatment notes

were compiled, it was indicated that plaintiff complained of back and hip pain in October and

December. Dr. Cllmmings continued plaintiff on Lortab and Xanax. (Tr. 396).
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ln April of 2007, plaintiff presented to Dr. Jolm Hagy with complaints of abdominal pain

and intennittent rectal bleeding. (Tr. 301). She was noted to be obese, but her physical

exnmination was otherwise normal with no signs of tenderness in her back or lower extremities.

(Tr. 302-03). An abdominal CT scan revealed the presence of gallstones but was EGotherwise

lmremarkable.'' (Tr. 312). Dr. Hagy recommended that plaintiff tmdergo a colonoscopy. (Tr.

301-02). He refilled plaintiff s prescriptions for Lortab and Xanax, and started her on Prevacid.

(Tr. 303).

ln April of 2008, M s. Carr was taken by ambulance to Carilion Franklin M emorial Hospital

from a local fLmeral home. (Tr. 257). Plaintiff reported that her brother-in-law had jùst passed

away, and that she had experienced hyperventilation and dizziness. She was given Ativan and

impression included ççgriefreleased a few hotlrs later. The attending physician's diagnostic

reaction'' and ddpanic attack.'' (Tr. 257).

ln August of 2008, M s. Carr returned to the emergency room and reported that she had

experienced a pnnic attack the previous day while eating. (Tr. 263). She indicated that it felt like

food would not go down her tilroat. (Tr. 263). Plaintiff acknowledged that tllis had EGolzly

happened twice'' and that she was no longer having difficulty swallowing. (Tr. 263). On

physical exnmination, there was no airway obstruction, back tendemess, neck tendemess, or

edema in her extremities. She was diagnosed with an çsalzxiety reaction'' and prescribed Xanax

and Prilosec. (Tr. 263).

In December of 2008, M s. Carr presented to the emergency room with complaints of

abdominal pain and diarrhea. (Tr. 270). Aside from exhibiting mild abdominal tendemess, her

physical exnmination was nonnal and she walked with a steady gait. (Tr. 270-76). The
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attending physician noted that she was probably experiencing biliary colic. (Tr. 273). He

referred her for an elective cholecystectomy.

In August of 2009, plaintiff presented to Dr. Crickenberger with complaints of knee pain.

Dr. Crickenberger ordered a three-view x-ray series of plaintiff s left knee. The results of the

series were ifnegative . . . for an acute osseous abnormality.'' (Tr. 313).

Plaintiff saw Dr. Crickenberger again in October of 2010, at which time she complained of

pain in her right shoulder and left hip. (Tr. 314-15). A November 2010 x-ray of plaintiY s

shoulder revealed no evidence of any abnormality. (Tr. 314). An x-ray of her hip revealed

itearly osteoarthritic changes of the superior acetublar rim,'' but çino other abnormalities as

imaged.'' (Tr. 315).

Dr. Crickenberger refen'ed plaintiff to Dr. Jolm Fraser with Cadlion Clinic Neurostzrgery -

Roanoke. On November 4, 2010, Dr. Fraser ordered x-rays of plaintiff s lllmbar spine, which

revealed interspace narrowing and endplate osteophytes at the L3-L4 level. (Tr. 316). A few

days later, M s. Carr saw Dr. Fraser for a consultative evaluation regarding her left-sided lower

back pain. (Tr. 308). Plaintiff reported that her pain was accompanied by numbness at times,

and that her legs felt heavy when she walked. Dr. Fraser noted that plaintiff was under a fair

nmount of stress, that her husband was disabled, and that she was in the process of obtaining

custody of her grandchild.

walking on her heels

distribution,'' but the straight leg raising test was negative, her reflexes were sym metrical, and Dr.

Fraser did ççnot find any wenkness of the extensor hallicis longus on either side.'' (Tr. 308). Dr.

On physical examination, plaintiffmoved slowly, but was capable of

and toes without asymmetry. She exhibited Gtsensory loss in an S1

Fraser prescribed a M edrol Dosepak and instnlcted plaintiff to perform lllmbar exercises. He also

requested additional diagnostic imaging, including myelography. A subsequent myelogram
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conducted on December 7, 2010 demonstrated moderate spinal canal stenosis at L3-L4 and spinal

stenosis to a lesser degree at L4-L5. (Tr. 3 17). The exnmination also revealed a small central

protnlsion at L5-S 1 and moderately advanced facet arthropathy on the left L5-S1. (Tr. 317).

M s. Carr returned to Dr. Fraser on January 28, 201 1, after her instlred status expired.

During the exnmination, plaintiff indicated that her symptoms of pain and nllmbness had Eçgotten

worse since the myelogram,'' and that most of her leg pain occurred when she slept on her side.

(Tr. 320). Dr. Fraser discussed the possibility of decompressive surgery, noting that plaintiffs

history was Gtless than a clear-cut picture for neurogerlic claudication or radiculopathyy'' but that he

would not refuse to perform surgery if she wanted to pursue it. (Tr. 321). At that time, it was

Gtnot clear that Eplaintiff was) really interested in surgery.'' (Tr. 321).

During a follow-up appointment on M arch 24, 201 1, plaintiff reported that her left 1eg

numbness had increased and that her entire left 1eg would go numb with sitting. (Tr. 455). In

light of her Gdpersistent and progressive symptoms,'' plaintiff decided to proceed with

decompressive surgery. (Tr. 455). On April 6, 201 1, plaintiff underwent an 1,3-4 bilateral

laminectomy, medial facetectomy, and fornminotomy at Carilion Roanoke M emozial HospiOl.

She tolerated the procedure well and was released the following day. (Tr. 458).

Plaintiff returned to Dr. Fraser approximately five weeks later. In a letter to Dr.

Crickenberger sllmmarizing the follow-up exnmination, Dr. Fraser noted that M s. Carr was still

experiencing ttsome 1ow back pain.'' (Tr. 322). However, she was able to walk on her heels and

toes, she could perform knee bends well with both legs, her reflexes were symmetrical, and Dr.

Fraser could tind ççno deficit.'' (Tr. 322). Dr. Fraser noted that he had prescribed physical

therapy, Ultrnm, and Lodine, and that he would see plaintiff again in six weeks.
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On December 6, 201 1, plaintiff presented to Dr. Brent Johnson, an orthopedic surgeon,

with complaints of right shoulder pain. X-rays performed that day revealed tType 2 acromion.''

(Tr. 328). Plaintiff elected to proceed with a steroid injection. Approximately seven months

later, in August of 2012, plaintiff continued to complain of shoulder pain. (Tr. 337). At that

time, she was caring for her disabled husband and had custody of her two-year-old grandson. She

ultimately undem ent arthroscopic stlrgery on her right shoulder on December 26, 2012.

In September of 2013, M s. Carr returned to Dr. Fraser with complaints of back pain.

However, on physical exnmination, her back was Gtnontender,'' her gait was only mildly antalgic,

her straight 1eg raising test was negative, and she had full motor strength, intact sensation, and no

edema. (Tr. 421). Based on subsequent diagnostic testing and evaluations, Dr. Fraser opined

that plaintiffs more recent symptoms were Gsmostly osteom hritic rather than related to actual

stenosis.'' (Tr. 434). Dr. Fraser advised plaintiff to increase the nmount of time that she was

walking in her yard and to continue perfonning exercises.

At the administrative hearing held on July 12, 2016, M s. Carr testified that sliè stopped

working as a cashier because of back pain, and that the surgery perfonned by Dr. Fraser ççactually

made the pain worse.'' (Tr. 44, 46). Plaintiff also claimed that she was tmable to do any

household chores from the time she stopped working in 2006 tmtil the end of 2010, when her

insured status expired. (Tr. 51). Plaintiff estimated that she could only stand for approximately

twenty minutes before needing to lie down in a recliner, and that she could sit for no more than

tm een minutes at a time. (Tr. 47-49). Ms. Carr further testified that she ççgave up'' mowing the

lawn with a riding m ower %1a couple years ago,'' and that she had previously used a push m ower to

cut çGa little bit at the back door.'' (Tr. 51-53). Ms. Carr claimed that when she used the push

mower, she had to take breaks every twenty minutes. (Tr. 55). ln response to questions from her



attonwy, M s. Carr also testified that she experienced difsculties with anxiety, depression, stomach

crnmping, alzd diarrhea at the time she stopped working. (Tr. 58.-63). When asked about any

hobbies that she had during the relevant time period, M s. Carr testiûed that she would watch

television and read home magazines. (Tr. 79). She also indicated that she enjoyed going to

church with her mother-in-law. (Tr. 74).

After considering a11 of the evidence of record, the Law Judge determined that M s. Carr's

physical impairments were not sosevere as to prevent performance of lighter fonns of work

In making this determination, the Law Judge fotmd thatactivity through her date last instlred.

M s. Carr's allegations of totally disabling physical limitations dtlring the relevant time period were

not entirely credible. The Law Judge noted that although plaintiff sought treatment for back pain,

joint pain, and initable bowel syndrome prior to the expiration of her instlred stams, the treatment

she received was çEessentially routine and/or conservative in nature'' and plaintiff did not submit

evidence of tssignificant treatment f'rom specialists . . . before the date last insttred.'' (Tr, 25).

Although plaintiff ultimately tmderwent decompressive stlrgery in April of 201 1, the Law Judge

noted that plaintiffs symptoms appeared to worsen during the interveing time period, and that

lumbar spine imaging showed only mild abnonnalities tmtil the month before her date last insured.

(Tr. 25-26). The Law Judge further observed that plaintiff had normal physical exnminations

during the relevant time period, that she often made no mention of back pain, and that her ability to

mow the lawn suggested that her symptoms were not so severe as to preclude a limited range of

light work activity. (Tr. 26). Additionally, the Law Judge emphasized that none of plaintiffs

treating physicians suggested that she was tmable to work during the relevant time period. (Tr.

27).
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The Law Judge also folmd that M s. Carr's symptoms of nnxiety and depression did not

render her disabled for a11 forms of substantial gainflll employment or otherwise contribute to an

2 I luating her mental impairments at step three of the sequential process,overall disability
. n eva

the Law Judge detennined that Ms. Cal'r had çlmoderate difficulties'' with social functioning. (Tr.

20). Although plaintiff testifed that she does not like to be arotmd people, the Law Judge noted

that she Gçdid not complain of difficulty w1111 social interaction to her treating practitioners,'' and

that she Etlived with her fnmily members and went to chttrch with no problems in social

f'unctioning.'' (Tr. 20). The Law Judge also determined that Ms. Carr had dtmoderate

dio culties'' in the area of concentration, persistence, or pace, based on her testimony indicating

that çtshe does not deal gwithq stress well due to nnxiety.'' (Tr. 20). However, the Law Judge

emphasized that plaintiff did not report specific problems with concentration, persistence, or pace

during medical examinations; that her t'reating practitioners never noted mental status

abnonualities; and that the fact that she enjoyed reading magazines suggested that she did not have

significant problems with attention or concentration. (Tr. 20, 26). The Law Judge also noted

that none of M s. Carr's treating physicians suggested that she had functional limitations resulting

from her mental health symptoms. (Tr. 27).

On appeal to this court, M s. Carr, through cotmsel, makes thzee arguments in support of her

motion for summary judgment. First, Ms. Carr argues that the Law Judge's assessment of her

mental impairments is not supported by substantial evidence. Citing a variety of decisions, most

notably that of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit in M ascio v. Colvin, 780

F.3d 632 (4th Cir. 2015), plaintiff argues that the Law Judge's findings regarding her residual

2 In determining that plaintiff suffered âom anxiety and depression through the date last insured and that
such disorders constimted severe impairments, the Law Judge declined to adopt the opinions of the state agency
consultants, who found that there was insufficient evidence to substantiate the presence of a medically determinable
mental impainnent.



functional capacity (t&R.FC''), and the corresponding hypothetical question posed to the vocational

expert, did not suftkiently accommodate her moderate difficulties with concentration, persistence,

pace, and social functioning. For the following reasons, however, the court is unable to agree.

In Mascio, the Law Judge credited Mascio's diagnosis of an adjustment disorder and also

fotmd that she had moderate difsculties with maintaining concentration, persistence, or pace as a

side effect of her pain medication. Id. at 638.

expert çtsaid nothing about M ascio's

çltmsolicited addition of Stmsldlled work''' wilich çsmatched the ALJ'S findings regarding Mascio's

residual functional capacity.'' Id. The Fourth Circuit ultimately Etagreegdj with other circuits

Although the hypothetical posed to the vocational

mental limitationsy'' the vocational expert included an

that the ALJ does not accotmt Sfor a claimant's lim itations in concentration, persistence, and pace

by restricting the hypothetical question to simple, routine tasks or unslcilled work.''' ld. (quoting

Winschel v. Comm'r of Soc. Sec., 631 F.3d 1176, 1180 (11th Cir. 2011)). The Court reasoned

that Etthe ability to perform simple tasks differs from the ability to stay on task.'' 1d. Because the

Law Judge failed to explain çtwhy M ascio's moderate limitation in concentration, persistence and

pace at step tlu-ee (did) not translate into a limitation in M ascio's residual functional capacity,'' the

Fourth Circuit concluded that a remand was required. Id.

Upon review of the record, the court concludes that the Law Judge's assessment of M s.

Carr's mental impairments is supported by substantial evidence and that remand is not required

tmder M ascio. As indicated above, the Law Judge partially credited the plaintiff's testimony that

she sometimes avoids being arotmd people in determining that her anxiety resulted in moderate

diftkulties with social ftmctioning. (Tr. 20). Likewise, in determining that Ms. Carr. had

moderate difficulties with concentration, persistence, or pace, the Law Judge took into accotmt

plaintiffs testimony that she did not handle stress very well. (Tr. 20). After considedng



plaintiff's particular difficulties in these areas of fundioning, the Law Judge found that plaintiff

was limited to performing Gtsimple, routine tasks of no more than fotlr steps,'' with only occasional

interaction with the public. (Tr. 21). The Law Judge found that such restrictions adequately

accommodated her issues with stress and anxiety, and that the record as a whole indicated that she

did not require additional work-related limitations. (Tr. 20, 25-26). As noted above, the Law

Judge emphasized that plaintiffs medical records did not document any mental sta'tus

abnormalities or suggest that functional restrictions were necessary as a result of her emotional

impairments.

Thus, tmlike M ascio, the Law Judge did not sllmmarily limit M s. Cal'r to unslcilled work

without explanation. Instead, the Law Judge formulated specitic limitations that he found would

sufficiently accommodate plaintiffs particular diffkulties with social interaction and with

concentration, persistence, or pace. The court is satissed that the Law Judge provided an

adequate explanation of how his IIFC findings fully accotmted for M s. Carr's stress or

anxiety-related limitations, and that his assessment is supported by substantial evidence. The

simple fact is that M s. Can' received routine and/or conservative treatment for depression and

nnxiety, both before and after her date last insured, and that no practitioner has ever suggested that

she has an emotional impairment that results in more significant functional limitations than those

identified by the Law Judge. For a11 of these reasons, the court concludes that remand is not

required under M ascio.

Ms. Can''s second argument is that the Law Judge failed to conduct a proper

fllnction-by-function analysis assessing her residual functional capacity. In particular, M s. Carr

contends that the Law Judge failed to make sufficient ûndings regarding her alleged Eiinability to
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stand for more than twenty minutes at a time and sit for more than 15 minutes at a time and her

need to recline in her recliner multiple times per day.'' P1.'s Br. 22, Dkt. No. 18.

Upon review of the record and applicable caselaw,the court finds this argllment

tmpersuasive. Although guidelines f'rom the Social Security Admizzistration instruct the Law

Judge to take a Gsfunction-by-function'' approach to determining a claimant's residual functional

capacity, SSR 96-8p, 1996 SSR LEXIS 5 (Ju1y 2, 1996), the Fourth Circuit has GGrejected a per se

rule requiring remand when the ALJ does not perform an explicit ftmction-by-function analysis.''

Mascio, 780 F.3d at 635. Instead, the Court agreed with the Second Circuit that Sslrqemand may

be appropriate . . . where an ALJ fails to assess a claimant's capacity to perform relevant functions,

despite contradictory evidence in the record, or where other inadequacies irl the ALJ'S analysis

frustrate meaningful reviem ''' J.ês (quoting Cichocki v. Astnle, 729 F.3d 172, 177 (2d Cir.

2013)).

Upon review of the record, the court concludes that such deficiencies are not present in the

instant case. It is clear from the Law Judge's decision that he considered a11 of M s. Carr's claimed

limitations, including those described dming theadmirlistrative hearing, but fotmd that such

limitations were inconsistent with the findings on physical exnmination, the conservative nature of

the treatment provided prior to her date last insured, and her own statements to practitioners during

the relevant time period. (Tr. 25-26). Although plaintiff tmderwent decompressive stlrgery a

few months after her insured status expired, the record indicates that plaintifps symptoms

worsened duzing the intervening tim e pedod. Prior to the conduct of the sm gical procedm e in

April of 2011, Dr. Fraser noted that plaintiff s symptoms had Gigotten worse since the m yelogram''

conducted in December of 2010 and that she had elected to proceed with surgery in light of her

progressive symptoms. (Tr. 320, 455). To the extent plaintiff now suggests that she wanted to
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tmdergo slzrgery sooner but was tmable to schedule it until after her date last insured, the record

simply fails to support such argument. After seeing M s. Carr on January 28, 2011, nearly a month

after her insured status expired, Dr. Fraser advised Dr. Crickenberger that it was Gtnot clear that

(Ms. Carr wasl really interested in stlrgery.'' (Tr. 320). The record indicates that it was not until

a subsequent evaluation on M arch 24, 201 1, when plaintiff iireported that her left leg numbness
(

'' h t laintiff çtrequested that gtheyl proceed'' with surgery. 3 (Tr. 455).had increased, t a p

M oreover, five weeks after the surgery was perfonned, plaintiff was able to walk and bend her

knees well, and Dr. Fraser was unable to 5nd mly deficit on physical exnmination. (Tr. 322).

For a1l of these reasons, the court believes that the Law Judge's evaluation of M s. Carr's claimed

limitations is consistent with the protocol established in M ascio and M onroe v. Colvin, 826 F.3d

176 (4th Cir. 2016), and that substantial evidence supports the Law Judge's evaluation of

plaintic s residual functional capacity through the date last insuzed.

Finally, relying on the Fourth Circuit's decision in Brown v. Commissioner, 873 F.3d 251

(4th Cir. 2017), Ms. Carr contends that the Law Judge's assessment of her testimony and

subjective complaints is not supported by substantial evidence. Although Ms. Carr testified at the

administrative hearing that she experienced totally disabling pain and discomfort prior to her date

last insured, the Law Judge found that the plaintiY s statements regarding the intensity and

limiting effects of her symptoms were not entirely consistent with the medical evidence and other

evidence of record. The Law Judge provided specific reasons for his decision to not fully credit

the plaintiff s statements regarding the severity of her symptoms. The Law Judge noted that

plaintiff reported performing yard work and other activities that were inconsistent with complaints

of disabling symptoms and limitations. (Tr. 26). Although plaintiff testified dudng the

3 Plaintiff does not appear to argue that the need for shoulder surgery existed prior to her date last instlred
.

She did not undergo arthroscopic surgery on her right shoulder until December 26, 2012, nearly two years aher her
instlred status expired. X-rays performed in November of 2010 revealed no evidence of any abnormality. (Tr. 314).



administrative hearing that her lawn was vez'y small, she advised Dr. Crickenberger that she was

responsible for mowing çsabout 10 acres, '' which required several hotlrs. (Tr. 295). The Law
':

Judge reasoned that, regardless of the size her yard, the fact that she was able to engage in such

activity during the relevant time period suggested that her symptoms were not so severe as to

preclude performance of a limited range of light work. The Law Judge also noted that the

objective medical evidence,including diagnostic imaging, testing, and physical exnmination

results, repeatedly revealed no or mild abnormalities tmtil the month before plaintiff s date last

insured. Additionally, the Law Judge emphasized that in light of the ççallegations of totally

disabling symptoms, onç would expect to see some indication in the treatment records of

restrictions placed on the claimant, yet a review of the record in this case reveals no such

restrictions recommended by any treating physicians.'' (Tr. 27).

Upon review of the record, the court is unable to discem any error in the Law Judge's

crgdibility findings. Unlike Brown, the Law Judge considered plaintiff s medical history along

with her own allegations regarding the symptoms of her physical and mental impairments. The

court agrees that plaintiff's allegations of totally disabling symptoms are somewhat inconsistent

with the complaints documented in the treatment records, the objective findings on exnmination,

and the relatively conservative treatment measures provided before her date last instlred. Thus,

the court is satisfied that substantial evidence supports the Law Judge's decision not to fully credit

M s. Carr's testimony.

In aftirming the Commissioner's snal decision, the court does not suggest that M s. Carr

was free of all pain and discomfort dtlring the relevant time period. Indeed, the medical evidence

confinns that plaintiff suffered from impairments that could be expected to result in subjective

limitations. However, no physician suggested that M s. Carr was totally disabled for a1l forms of



work or necessitated greater work-related limitations than those identifed by the Law Judge. The

record simply does not include medical evidence that is consistent with totally disabling

symptomatology prior to the expiration of plaintiff s instlred status. It must be recognized that the

inability to work without any subjective complaints does not of itself render a claimant disabled.

See Craic, 76 F.3d at 592. It appears to the court that the Law Judge considered all of the medical

evidence, as well as all of the subjective factors reasonably supported by the record, in

adjudicating Ms. Carr's claim for benetks. Thus, the court concludes that a11 facets of the

Commissioner's final decision are supported by substantial evidence.

As a general rule, the resolution of conflicts in the evidence is a matter within the province

of the Commissioner, even if the court might resolve the conflicts differently. Richardson v.

Perales, supra; Oppenheim v. Finch, 495 F.2d 396 (4th Cir. 1974). For the reasons stated, the

court finds the Commissioner's resolution of the pertinent contlicts in the record in this case to be

supported by substantial evidence.

affinned. Laws v. Celebrezze, supra.

Accordingly, the final decision of the Commissioner must be

The Clerk is directed to send certified copies of this memorandllm opinion to al1 cotmsel of

record.

DATED: ThisY  day of November, 2018.

Senior United States District Judge
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